Locality-preserving fermion-to-qubit mappings are especially useful for simulating lattice fermion models (e.g., the Hubbard model) on a quantum computer. They avoid the overhead associated with non-local parity terms in mappings such as the Jordan-Wigner transformation. As a result, they often provide solutions with lower circuit depth and gate complexity. A major obstacle to achieving near-term quantum computation is quantum noises. Interestingly, locality-preserving mappings encode the fermionic state in the common +1 eigenstate of a set of stabilizers, akin to quantum error-correcting codes. Here, we discuss a couple of known locality-preserving mappings and their abilities to correct/detect single-qubit errors. We also introduce a locality-preserving map, whose stabilizers are products of Majorana operators on closed paths of the fermionic hopping graph. The code can correct all single-qubit errors on a 2-dimensional square lattice, while previous localitypreserving codes can only detect single-qubit errors on the same lattice. Our code also has the advantage of having lower-weight logical operators. We expect that error-mitigating schemes with low overhead to be useful to the success of near-term quantum algorithms such as the variational quantum eigensolver.
We are closer to realizing the potential of quantum computation [1] [2] [3] with the recent rapid advances in quantum computing devices such as ion traps [4] [5] [6] and superconducting qubits [7, 8] . While performing faulttolerant quantum computation [9] is widely regarded as the ultimate goal, the substantial overheads prevent it from being implemented in the immediate future [10, 11] . In the meantime, error-mitigation schemes are likely to be an essential component for the success of near-term quantum algorithms [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Fermionic systems must be mapped to spin systems before they can be simulated on a digital quantum computer [20] . Mappings such as the Jordan-Wigner (JW) transformation introduce nonlocal parity terms when the spatial dimension is greater than one. These terms add considerable overhead to quantum simulations of local fermionic systems. Clever circuit compilation methods have been introduced to reduce the overhead of the parity terms on digital quantum computers with all-to-all connections [21, 22] .
The non-locality resulting from parity becomes more prominent on near-term quantum devices, where only geometrically local two-qubit gates are available [23, 24] . To overcome this difficulty, the fermionic SWAP gate can be used to bring together fermonic modes encoded far apart in the JW transformation [25] . It was shown that fermionic SWAP network offers asymptotically optimal solution to simulating quantum chemistry problems in terms of circuit depth [26] [27] [28] . For other problems, such as the two-dimensional (2D) fermionic Fourier transformation, the fermionic SWAP network is not optimal; this transformation can be implemented with a quadratically shorter circuit depth by going between different bases [29] . * qzj@google.com Locality-preserving fermion-to-qubit mappings avoid the parity terms and can be extremely useful for simulating geometrically local fermionic systems on a quantum computer. Bravyi and Kitaev [25] discovered a way to map fermionic operators defined on a graph to qubit operators on its vertex-to-edge dual graph; a stabilizer operator (also called gauge operator in the literature) is introduced for each closed path in the graph. The fermionic state is encoded in the common +1 eigenspace of the stabilizers. This mapping is called Bravyi-Kitaev superfast (BKSF) transformation [30] or superfast encoding [31] , referring to "superfast simulation of fermions on a graph." It is not to be confused with the widely known Bravyi-Kitaev (BK) transformation introduced in the same paper [25] ; the difference is that the BK transformation does not preserve locality and requires no more qubits than the number of fermionic modes.
Locality-preserving maps are closely related to lattice gauge theories. Levin and Wen [32, 33] showed that particular fermionic lattice models can be described in terms of gauge fields in lattice spin models. Ball [34] extended the Levin-Wen result to general fermionic hopping Hamiltonians by introducing auxiliary Majorana modes; Verstraete and Cirac [35] discussed a similar map for fermions on d-dimensional square lattices, where d − 1 auxiliary qubits are introduced for each fermionic mode. This approach is called the Ball-Verstraete-Cirac (BVC) transformation or the auxiliary fermion approach. Chen et al. introduced a map similar to the one by BKSF with examples from free fermions on square and honeycomb lattices to the Hubbard model [36] . Recently, Steudtner and Wehner [37] constructed a class of localitypreserving fermion-to-qubit mappings by concatenating the JW transformation with quantum codes. Some applications of locality-preserving mappings to quantum simulation were discussed in [30, 38] .
Locality-preserving fermion-to-qubit mappings share many similarities with quantum error-correcting codes, where the fermionic states are encoded in the common +1 eigenspace of the stabilizer operators. Very recently, Setia et al. [31] discussed a generalized version of the BKSF transformation and their relations to error-correcting codes. We expect error-mitigating methods to be useful in near-term quantum algorithms, such as the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [39] . A crucial step in either VQE or phase estimation is to prepare the initial state, which is often taken to be the ground state of a meanfield approach such as Hartree-Fock. In chemistry, the difference between the meanfield energy and the exact energy is referred to as the "correlation energy", and despite determining essential elements of chemical bonding, it often only amounts to between 1-5% of the total energy [40, 41] . Physically, this is because a large fraction of the energy comes from core electrons that contribute very little directly to essential chemical bonding. However, because of the energy scale difference, even small errors in this part of the calculation can overwhelm any refinements a quantum computer can provide. Therefore, even a 1% error in the preparation of the mean-field state could render any correlations added by the rest of the circuit fruitless. One can drastically reduce the error rate in state preparation by using an error-detecting code and post selecting the measurement outcomes [14, 15, 18, 19] . Furthermore, error-detecting codes can also be used for quantum error suppression by creating an energy gap between the code subspace and the orthogonal subspace [42] [43] [44] .
A no-go theorem was proven recently in [31] showing that the BKSF defined on graphs with vertex degree d ≤ 6 cannot correct all single-qubit errors. We introduce a new type of locality-preserving mappings based on the BKSF, called Majorana loop stabilizer code (MLSC). The MLSC on a square lattice (vertex degree 4) can correct all single-qubit errors while the BKSF can only detect single-qubit errors. Moreover, the logical operators in MLSC have lower weights than those in BKSF, making it easier to implement.
In Sec. I, we review some properties of the Majorana fermions that are crucial to the rest of paper. In Sec. II, we review the BKSF and how it can be used to detect single-qubit errors. In Sec. III, we introduce the Majorana loop stabilizer code and discuss how to use them to correct single-qubit errors. In Sec. IV, we discuss how to encode a single Slater determinant with locality preserving mappings. In Sec. V, we conclude the paper. In App. A, we briefly review quantum error-correcting codes. In Apps. B and C, we discuss how to construct quantum error-correcting/detecting codes from the auxiliary fermion approaches.
I. MAJORANA OPERATORS
In this section, we review some properties of the Majorana operators which will be used to construct the mappings in the later sections. The Majorana operators have the advantage of being Hermitian and unitary at the same time (self-inverse). They also allow for treating all the fermionic operators on an equal footing. The singlemode Majorana operators are defined as linear combinations of the fermionic ladder operators
where c † k and c k are the fermionic creation and annihilation operators, respectively. They satisfy the simple relations
where {· , ·} is the anticommutator and δ the Kronecker delta function. The single-mode Majorana operators f 0 , f 1 , . . . , f 2n−1 , together with the phase factor i, generate a group M 2n . An arbitrary element in M 2n takes the form
where ϕ ∈ {±1, ±i} is an overall phase factor. The set A ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1} is the support of the Majorana operator. The order of the operators in the product f A matters, and we follow the convention that the index k increases monotonically from left to right. The weight of a Majorana operator equals the number of fermionic modes that it acts nontrivially on, i.e., the weight of f A is |A|. Two Majorana operators f A and f B either commute or anticommute,
The commutation relationship is determined by the parity of the overlap |A ∩ B| when either |A| or |B| is even. In terms of Majorana operators, the fermionic occupation operator reads
where 1 1 is the identity operator. The fermionic hopping term takes the form
We focus on problems where fermions can only hop between neighboring vertices of a undirected graph G(V, E), with vertices V and edges E. Consider the following set of quadratic Majorana operators
The occupation term (5) and the hopping term (6) can be expressed as
The operators in Eq. (7) 
To have a complete description of the algebra, we need to introduce the following condition on any closed path in the graph G,
where is the length of the path. This relation implies that the generators in Eq. (9) are not independent. The total number of independent closed paths is N E −N V +1, where N V (N E ) is the total number of vertices (edges) of the graph G. In the next section, we will see that the condition (10) is not automatically satisfied when the fermion operators are mapped to qubit operators.
II. THE BRAVYI-KITAEV SUPERFAST TRANSFORMATION
In this section, we first review the fermion-to-qubit mapping introduced by Bravyi and Kitaev that conserves geometry locality [25] . This mapping was called BravyiKitaev superfast (BKSF) transformation [30] or superfast encoding [31] , referring to "superfast simulation of fermions on a graph." Concerning the Hubbard model, it was shown that the BKSF has an advantage over the JW transformation and the BK transformation in terms of total number of gates [45] . Here, we also show how to use the BKSF to detect (but not correct) all single-qubit errors on a 2D square lattice.
Bravyi and Kitaev considered fermionic hopping problem defined on a graphs G, where fermions can hop between neighboring vertices. One qubit is introduced for each edge of the graph G, and the fermionic state is encoded in a subspace of the qubits, see Fig. 1 . The goal is to find qubit operators that share the same algebra as the fermionic operators, e.g., Eqs. (9) and (10) . To achieve that, we first choose an arbitrary ordering of the incident edges for each vertex of G, e.g., (l, k) < (j, k) means that the edge (l, k) is placed before (j, k) among all the incident edges of the vertex k. The quadratic Majorana operators in Eq. (9) can be mapped to the qubit operators by
where the antisymmetric coefficients jk = − kj = ±1 can be chosen arbitrarily for each edge (j, k). The qubit operatorsη k andξ jk satisfy the same commutation relations as those of the fermionic operators in Eq. (9) . The qubit operator corresponding to the conserved quantity in Eq. (10) is
which remains unchanged under any cyclic permutation of the indices k 0 , k 1 , . . . , k −1 . These loop operators form an Abelian group, and the fermionic state is encoded in their common +1 eigenspace. We refer these operators as stabilizer operators. They are also called gauge operators in the literature, not to be confused with the noncommuting gauge operators in subsystem quantum error-correcting codes [46] . As a consequence of the commutation relations (9), the stabilizers commute with all the logical operatorsη k andξ jk . They also commute with each other, and their common +1 eigenspace define the code subspace C,
for all closed paths
Hence the restriction of the closed loop stabilizers to the code space act as the identity, as in the case of the Majorana operators. The mapping (11) artificially introduces an extra con-served quantity,
which corresponds to the even-parity subspace of the original fermionic system. To simulate the odd-parity subspace, one can change the sign in the mapping (11) for a particular value of k, say k = 0,
The stabilizer operators in the BKSF can be used for quantum error detection/correction if implemented properly. This ideas were also discussed very recently in [38] , where a no-go theorem was proved: the BKSF cannot correct all single-qubit errors if d ≤ 6, where d is the vertex degree of the graph G. Here, we show that BKSF can detect all single-qubit errors on a 2D square lattice by properly choosing the orders of the incident edges.
Consider the BKSF encoding of spinless fermionic modes on a 2D lattice, see Fig. 2 ; the ordering of the edges associated with a vertex is indicated by the numbers next to it. We use the convention that jk = 1 if the site k is to the right or below the site j; under this convention, we have k0k1 k1k2 · · · k −1 k0 = 1 for any closed path. The closed paths containing the smallest number of edges are plaquettes. The stabilizer operator corresponding to the plaquette (m, n, q, p, m) is the product of the corresponding edge operators, see Fig 3 ,
where we used the condition mn nq qp pm = +1. These plaquette operators generate the stabilizer group, From the chosen ordering, the above figure specifies the stabilizer that results from any generating plaquette in the graph. In the case of the infinite or periodic lattice, it is uniform. In the case of a finite lattice, the structure stays roughly the same, however the dangling Z operators are removed in the case there is no edge they connect to in the graph, and the adjacent edges may change from X to Y .
The syndrome of a Pauli error can be described by the set of plaquette stabilizers with which it anticommutes. The single-qubit error Z lm anticommutes with two stabilizers, S ij ml and S lmpo . In general, a Pauli-Z error anticommutes with all the stabilizers involving the edge it acting on. The single-qubit error X lm anticommutes with only two stabilizers, S ij ml and S mnqp . The same holds true for the single-qubit error X jm ; therefore, these two errors have the same syndrome and can only be detected but not corrected. The Pauli error Y lm anticommutes with S lmpo and S mnqp , which has the same syndrome as Z mp . In App. F, we list the syndromes of all the single qubit errors for the BKSF on an infinite lattice with the specific edge ordering in Fig. 2 . These results show that all singlequbit errors can be detected, but some of which share the same syndromes and cannot be corrected. One has to be careful for open-boundary conditions; for example, the Pauli-Y errors at the bottom of an open lattice commute with all stabilizers and cannot be even detected.
III. MAJORANA LOOP STABILIZER CODES
A nature question to ask is whether the BKSF on a square lattice can correct all single-qubit errors. The nogo thereom in [31] implies that the BKSF on a 2D (or even 3D) square lattice cannot correct all single-qubit errors. An example was also given in [31] to get around the no-go theorem lattice by introducing extra ancillary vertices and edges, which increase the degree of the original vertices from 4 to 8 on 2D square lattices. Here, we introduce a locality-preserving map that correct all single-qubit errors on 2D square lattices, without introducing any additional vertices or edges. Compared to the BKSF, logical operations can also be implemented with lower-weight Pauli operators with our code.
Similar to the BKSF, the logical operators in our code satisfy the commutation relations of the quadratic Majorana operators in Eq. (9) . The stabilizers (13) of the code also correspond to the products of Majorana opera-tors on a loop. Therefore, we call such a code Majorana loop stabilizer code (MLSC); the BKSF is a special case of the MLSC. The logical operators are allowed to be non-uniform with respect to vertices as well as to involve Pauli-Y operators, which allows the MLSC to evade the no-go theorem in [31] . We discuss the code using the 2D square lattice as an example, see Fig. 4 ; each cir- cle therein represents a vertex (fermionic mode), and its color indicates the type of the vertex. There is one stabilizer operator associated with each plaquette (4 vertices), and its color indicates the type of the stabilizer.
The logical operators and the stabilizer related to a red plaquette, e.g., the one consisting of the vertices m, n, p, and q, are plotted in Y , and Z therein act on the qubits on the corresponding edges. Each quadratic Majorana operator in Eq. (7) is mapped to a product of single-qubit Pauli operators linked by a line. The vertex operator η m is mapped to a product of three Pauli-Z operators linked by a curved dashed line around the site m, and similar for the other vertex operators. The edge operator ξ mn is mapped to the Pauli operator Z⊗X ⊗Y ⊗Z on the upper dotted line, where the only Pauli-X operator acts on the edge (m, n). The same rule applies to the remaining edges operators ξ, where the Pauli-X operator always acts on the corresponding edge of ξ. These operators satisfy the commutation relations (9), which we checked numerically. The stabilizer associated to the plaquette is plotted in Fig. 6a , up to an overall minus sign.
where we use the same definition (13) and convention as in the BKSF example; jk = 1 if the site k is to the right or below the site j. We refer terms such as ξ mn , ξ mn η m , ξ mn η n , or ξ mn η m η n as generalized edge operators. The weight of any generalized edge operator in the red plaquette is greater or equal to three. This is a necessary condition for correcting all single-qubit errors. The BKSF violates this condition on a 2D lattice no matter how the incident edges are ordered.
The entire code can be constructed by putting together the four types of vertices illustrated in Fig. 5a , where each Pauli-X operator is shared by two neighboring vertices. For clarity, we plot the logical operators in the green plaquette consisting of the vertices l, m, o, and p in Fig. 6 ; the logical operators and the stabilizer of the yellow plaquette consisting of the vertices i, j, l, and m are plotted in Fig. 7 ; the logical operators of the blue plaquette consisting of the vertices j, k, m, and n are plotted in Fig. 8 . Any generalized edge operator in the green, yellow, or blue plaquette also has weight w ≥ 3.
We now go a step further to argue that any logical operator M ∈ S must have weight w ≥ 3. Such an operator can be specified as the product (up to an overall 
FIG. 8. (a)
The logical operators of the blue plaquette consisting of vertices j, k, m, and n. These logical operators are identical to those in Fig. 7a by a π rotation. (b) The corresponding stabilizer S jknm up to a minus sign, which is identical to the one in Fig. 7b by a π rotation.
where E M and V M are the sets of edges and vertices that determines M . Without loss of generality, we assume that for any vertex j ∈ V M there must be an edge (j, k) ∈ E M for some vertex k; otherwise, the weight of M can be reduced by removing j from V M . We refer a vertex j as a single-paired vertex if exactly one of its incident edges is in E M ; at least one Pauli-Z operator on the other three incident edges of j contributes to M no matter whether j ∈ V M or not. If there are more than one single-paired vertex in V M , the weight of M must be greater or equal to three; this is because there must be some Pauli-X or Y components in M to make it anticommute with the vertex operators on the single-paired vertices, besides at least two Pauli-Z operators associated with the single-paired vertices. When V M contain two edges, the only case with less-than-two single-paired vertices is two parallel edges sitting next to each other. One can check that the weights of such logical operators are always greater or equal to three in Figs. 5-8. The specific choice of the vertex layout in Fig. 4 is important to preventing the opposite from happening.
To make the discussion of the syndromes of the singlequbit errors easier, we label the stabilizers in Fig. 9 syndrome of a single-qubit error can be described by the stabilizer operators that it anticommutes with. Here, we list the syndromes of the single-qubit errors on all the incident edges of the vertex m in Fig. 9 ,
These single-qubit errors (Pauli-Y errors not listed) have different syndromes. We have checked that all the singlequbit errors have different syndromes on a 8 × 8 lattice with periodic boundary conditions (128 qubits).
To simulate lattice fermion problems, we often need to implement the hopping term c † j c k + c † k c j and the occupation term c † k c k , see Eqs. (8a) and (8b). With the 2D BKSF in Fig. 2 , both the vertical and horizontal hopping terms are mapped to qubit operators of weight 6. With our code, the hopping terms are mapped to qubit operators of weight no more than 4 (sometimes 3); the occupation terms can also be implemented with lower-weight qubit operators. Being able to implement logical operations with low-weight Pauli operators while correcting all single-qubit errors is a desired feature for near-term quantum error-mitigating schemes. In Fig. 10 , we summarize the differences between our code and the BKSF on a 2D lattice.
IV. ENCODING A SLATER DETERMINANT
In this section, we discuss how to encode a single Slater determinant with MLSC in circuit depth O(1). For simplicity, we only consider Slater determinants in the computational basis; arbitrary Slater determinants can be distance occupation hopping prepared by applying single-particle basis transformations to these determinants. The encoded Slater determinant is a common eigenstate of the stabilizers and the vertex operators,
where L consists of a complete set of independent closed paths in G, and z k = ±1 indicates whether the kth fermionic site is unoccupied or occupied. We start from a product state in the computational basis
where Z jk is the Pauli-Z operator on the edge (j, k).
We first consider the case of BKSF. The eigenvalues z jk = z kj are chosen such that
There are some freedoms in assigning the values z jk ; one for each independent closed paths in G. The constraints in Eq. 28 can be converted to a system of linear equations over GF (2) by mapping z jk ± 1 to the binary values 0 and 1. When a Hamiltonian path (0, 1, . . . , − 1) of the graph G is known, we can assign the values of z jk in the Hamiltonian path according to
where k = 1, 2, . . . , − 2. We then assign the value +1 to all of the remaining z jk , and the condition (28) is satisfied. More generally, we can assign values to z jk with the following four steps: 1. find a spanning tree T of the graph G, which takes linear time in |V |, 2. assign the values in T starting from the leaves towards the root; if j is a parent node of k, assign z jk to be the product of z k and z kl for all the children l of k, 3. set the value of the remaining edges that are not in T to +1. This algorithm requires that the total parity of the vertex operators to be even as each Pauli-Z on the edges of the spanning tree appears in two vertex operators. In App. D, we also present an algorithm to assign values to z jk without using a Hamiltonian path or a spanning tree. With the MLSC in Sec. III, not all the incident edges participate in the vertex operatorη k , and the condition (28) is modified to
where E k is the set of edges that are involved inη k . We use the notion E to denote the set of edges (j, k) such that (j, k) ∈ E j and (j, k) ∈ E k . One can assign values to z jk with the following four steps: 1. check the total parity of the vertex operators for each connected part of the graph (V, E ), 2. if the parity is odd, find an edge (j, k) in the connected part such that (j, k) is involved inη j but notη k , set the value of z jk to −1, 3. find a spanning tree of the connected part and use the algorithm for BKSF to assign the values to the edges in the spanning tree, 4. after going through all the connected parts, set the values of the remaining edges to +1. The resulting state | ψ prod is an eigenstate of all the vertex operators with the prescribed eigenvalues,
We then measure the values of the stabilizer operators S and record the measurement results as s . Since the stabilizers commute with the operatorsη j , the postmeasurement state satisfies
Generally, some of the measurement results of the stabilizers will be −1. One simple way to resolve this problem is to reassign the values jk in Eq. (12) , and the signs of the stabilizers change accordingly. This procedure corresponds to encoding the fermionic state in a different subspace of the stabilizers; the signs of logical operators change accordingly. The reassignment is straightforward when there is a known Hamiltonian path in G. We keep jk unchanged for all the edges (j, k) in the Hamiltonian path. Any remaining edge lm along with a section in the Hamiltonian path form an independent closed path. We flip the value of lm if the measurement outcome of the corresponding stabilizer is −1. More generally, the reassignment of jk can be achieved with three steps: 1. find a spanning tree T of the graph G, 2. assign the original value jk to all of the edges (j, k) in the spanning tree T , 3. flip the sign of any remaining term if the measurement outcome of the stabilizer is −1.
V. CONCLUSION
While hardware that supports full fledged faulttolerant schemes is still unavailable, error mitigation schemes are likely to be an essential part of quantum algorithms in the NISQ era [47] . A merit of these near-term quantum error-mitigating schemes is to be flexible to the hardware and the problem being implemented. We consider error correction/detection in quantum simulation of many-body fermonic systems with local interactions, e.g., the Hubbard model. The locality of the fermion Hamiltonian is often lost when they are mapped to qubits using conventional methods, such as the Jordan-Wigner transformation. Locality-preserving fermion-to-qubit maps prevent this by encoding the original fermions into a subspace of the qubit operators corresponding to the common +1 eigenstates of a set of stabilizer operators. This makes sure that parity is conserved when fermions transit around closed paths.
Locality-preserving mappings also allow for quantum error correction/detection, and one of the leading candidates is the superfast encoding presented by Bravyi and Kitaev [25] . Indeed, we show that the Bravyi and Kitaev encoding can detect all single-qubit errors on a 2D square lattice when the orders of the incident edges are chosen properly.
Very recently, it was proved that the Bravyi-Kitaev superfast encoding cannot correct all single-qubit errors on graphs with vertex degree less or equal to six [31] . We get around this no-go theorem by introducing a mapping that is more general than the original Bravyi-Kitaev superfast encoding. We call it a Majorana loop stabilizer code, meaning that the stabilizers are constructed from the qubit correspondences of products of Majorana fermion operators on closed paths. We show that these codes can correct all single-qubit errors on 2D square lattices with vertex degree four. The logical operators in our code can also be implemented with Pauli-operators with lower weights compared to the Bravyi-Kitaev superfast encoding. We also discuss how to encode a single Slater determinant with the Majorana loop stabilizer code in circuit depth O(1). Future work will include generalizing the code to other lattices and higher dimensions, designing fast gate sequences to implement the logical operators, simplifying syndrome measurements, and making the code more robust to errors.
Quantum devices are vulnerable to decoherence due to interactions with environments. It was once believed that decoherence sets an upper limit on time and size for quantum computation [48] . Such a limitation was later overcome, at least in theory, with the invention of quantum error-correcting codes [49] [50] [51] . It was shown that quantum computation can be made robust against errors when the error rate is smaller than a constant threshold [52, 53] . The surface code approach is a natural choice for fault-tolerant quantum computation, which requires only nearest-neighbor couplings and modest gate fidelity [9, 54] .
The error threshold of fault-tolerant protocols are derived by bounding an operator norm such as the diamond norm [55] , which translates to a pretty stringent requirement when the amplitudes of coherent errors add together. For example, if one gate has over-rotation θ, then a sequence of N gates could produce an over-rotation of N θ and an error probability proportional to N 2 . In order to get this worst case behavior, however, the errors have to add together in a coherent way. This is unlikely to happen in practice, therefore, coherent errors may be no worse for fault tolerance than incoherent ones. Indeed, a Pauli-or Clifford-twirling may be used to convert any noise channel into a simple mixture of Pauli errors or depolarizing noise [56, 57] .
code specifies a 2 k -dimensional subspace of n physical qubits, with which k logical qubits can be encoded. The distance d of a quantum errorcorrecting code is the minimum weight of a Pauli error by which an element of the code space can be transformed into an orthogonal element of the code space, e.g., a logical error happens. The weight of a Pauli error is the number of qubits on which a non-identity Pauli transformation acts on. An [[n, k, d]]-quantum code can detect up to weight d−1 errors, and can correct errors of weight up to t satisfying 2t < d.
A large class of quantum error-correcting codes can be described by the stabilizer formalism. Consider the Pauli group P n of an n qubit system, and let S be its subgroup generated by r commuting, independent generators (the stabilizers). The common +1 eigensubspace of all the elements in S defines the code subspace of dimension 2 k where k = n − r. Let C(S) be the centralizer of S, the set of elements in P n that commute with all elements of S. The logical operators can be specified by using the elements in C(S) that satisfy the commutations of Pauli operators.
Appendix B: The auxiliary fermion approach
In this appendix, we take a different approach to construct locality-preserving fermion-to-qubit mappings that can also detect/correct single-qubit errors. This approach is based on the auxiliary fermion method introduced by Ball [34] , and by Verstraete and Cirac [35] . We show that the map itself is not particularly good for detecting/correcting errors. In the next appendix, we improve this situation by combining two unit cells as a block.
Consider fermions hopping between neighboring sites on a 2D lattice; one auxiliary fermionic mode is introduced for each data fermionic mode. Each vertical hopping term is accompanied with a quadratic Majorana operator on the two corresponding auxiliary modes. We then map the fermions to qubits using the Jordan-Wigner transformation with row-major order, snake shape, and data modes interleaved with the corresponding auxiliary modes. The parity terms from the quadratic Majorana operator cancel the ones from the vertical hopping terms, and this makes the resulting Hamiltonian local. To reproduce the original physics, the state of the auxiliary subsystem is restricted to the common +1 eigenspace of the quadratic Majorana operators.
We use f 2k and f 2k+1 (γ 2k and γ 2k+1 ) to denote the two Majorana operators associated to the kth data (auxiliary) mode. Using the JW transformation, the Pauli operators of the data qubits can be expressed as
where the parity operator is the product of all the Majorana operators in a particular interval,
The parity operator anticommutes with any single-mode Majorana operator in its support. Similarly, the Pauli operators of the auxiliary qubits take the form
The horizontal hopping term can be implemented with local qubit operators,
The vertical fermionic hopping term takes the form
where j and k are neighboring qubits in the same column.
To get rid of the non-local parity operator in Eq. (B5), we introduce the gauge operator of the auxiliary modes,
where j and k are neighboring sites in the same column. The hopping term can be implemented locally by attaching the gauge operator to it,
To retain the same physics, we restrict the state to be a common +1 eigenstate of the gauge operators,
This constrain can be made local by combining two neighboring gauge operators together,
The introduction of the stabilizer operators allows for correcting/detecting certain kinds of errors. The syndrome of a Pauli error can be described by the set of gauge operators that anticommute with it. Any Majorana operator anticommutes with a gauge operator if and only if it contains exactly one of the two single-mode Majorana operators in the gauge operator. The code cannot detect Pauli-Z errors on the data qubits as they are logical operations and commute with all gauge operators. It can detect any single-qubit Pauli-X or -Y error on the data qubits and to correct any single-qubit error on the auxiliary qubits. The original auxiliary fermion approach is not especially efficient in correcting errors occurred on the data qubits.
Appendix C: Combining two unit cells in BVC
In the last example, the Pauli operators of the physical qubits are expressed in terms of the Majorana fermion operators of the data modes and the auxiliary modes. Here, we use the same gauge operators defined in Eq. (B6), but we encode four data Majorana modes and four auxiliary Majorana modes into a block of 4 physical qubits. This allows for correcting 10 out of 12 single-qubit errors in the block and detecting the rest two.
For simplicity of notation, we omit the block indices in the operators, e.g., f 2k+2 is denoted as f 2 . The Pauli operators on the kth block are constructed from the Majorana operators,
where P is a shorthand of the parity operator P k−1 0 , i.e., the product of all the preceding Majorana operators. These operators commute with any single-mode Majorana operator on the first k − 1 blocks and the corresponding Pauli operators. These operators satisfy the commutation relations of the Pauli matrices. Inversely, the Majorana operators take the form
The logical fermionic operators within the cell are
which correspond to the horizontal hopping terms and the occupation terms. The inter-block horizontal hopping terms can be constructed by using the inverse relations (C5-C8); the weight of the corresponding logical operators is seven. All the terms containing one data Majorana operator and one auxiliary Majorana operator from the same block are three local, e.g.,
Vertical hopping terms can be implemented by a 6-local Pauli operator corresponding to the product of two pairs of such operators. The stabilizer can be either 6 local or 14 local depending whether they are intra-block or inter-blocks. There are 4 auxiliary Majorana operators γ 0,1,2,3 associated to a block, each of which form a gauge operator with another auxiliary Majorana operator from the block above or below. To analyze the syndromes of the single-qubit errors, we first look at the parity term P The Pauli-Z errors do no involve the parity term. For example, the Pauli operator Z 0 and Z 1 contain the auxiliary Majorana operators γ 0 γ 1 and γ 2 γ 3 in the block, these syndromes allows one to identify the block where the error has happened. Both of the Pauli errors Z 2 and Z 3 contain the same product γ 0 γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 and have the same syndrome. Therefore, the code can correct 10 out of the 12 single-qubit errors in the block and detect the remaining two single-qubit errors Z 2 and Z 3 .
Here we work out the simple example of the BKSF stabilizer in a 2×2 graph of vertices, labeled i, j, k, l. In this case, there are 4 vertices, and 4 edges representing the physical qubits. There is one stabilizer following the general relation N E − N V + 1 for independent closed paths on the graph. That reduces the total logical space to 3 qubits, representing a parity conserving subspace. A number of different stabilizers can result from different edge orderings, however the most convenient for our purposes is one that follows a cycle such that the stabilizer is
From this, we see that any individual X or Z error on a physical qubit of this code anti-commutes with this stabilizer. As a result, it's possible to detect and post-select on any single qubit X or Z error, and more generally any odd number of X or Z errors. However it is easy to see that the code fails to detect a Y error on any single qubit and by extension we cannot correct arbitrary single qubit errors with this encoding.
Appendix F: Code on BKSF infinite lattice
Here we consider the properties of a BKSF encoding of a square regular lattice of fermions that extends in each direction. For this code, the physical qubits on an edge always participate in two generating plaquettes, and each edge is treated identically to all others from symmetry.
The following 4 stabilizers involve vertex m, and can be read directly from Fig 3 as
where we have labeled the off figure indices by i for to the left of i and i for above i. Taking these 4 plaquettes constitute the complete set of stabilizers that act on the physical edge qubits E mj and E ml . We characterize the syndromes of each of these errors in table 11.
To determine the possibility of error correction, one wants to see that for any E † a E b where E p ∈ {X mj , Y mj , Z mj , X ml , Y ml , Z ml } there is a stabilizer operator that anti-commmutes with it. This is sufficient for a recovery operation to exist for that set of errors. From table 11, we see this is not the case for all errors. Hence the BKSF transformation on an infinite square lattice with the given ordering is capable of detecting single qubit errors, but not correcting them in general.
Appendix G: Code on BKSF torus
Here we look at a patch of the BKSF code under periodic boundary conditions so that it forms a torus. For a size lattice that is 3 × 3 or larger, by symmetry it is again acceptable to look at the representative stabilizers that involve the vertex m in the figure pictured in the main text. From the infinite lattice, we can get the corresponding stabilizers from appropriate assignment of the indices with periodic boundary conditions corresponding to a 2D-torus. This yields the stabilizers involving vertex m as
which from inspection we see are qualitatively the same as the case for the infinite lattice. That is, we expect the same commutation relations for the stabilizers and the representative edges E ml and E mj . For interior edges more than 1 plaquette from a boundary, the same detection and correction results from the infinite case apply. However, at the boundary, there are now generally edges that are covered by only 1 or 2 plaquettes instead of 3, as in the interior cases. As a result, even error detection at the edges can become problematic. For example, in the bottom left plaquette of a square lattice with open boundary conditions, one is incapable of detecting a single X error on that edge. This means that we expect there are a number of undetectable errors in this case as well, especially at boundaries. This may still allow the mitigation of some errors, but is less powerful than the periodic case for this choice of ordering. For a finite graph, it may be possible to devise a
